War in Ukraine
Measures taken by Switzerland since 24.2.2022

Humanitarian aid
(Documentation, punishment of crimes, protection of the civilian population)

Development cooperation
(peace/governance, sustainable cities, SMEs, health, scaling up, new projects)

Reconstruction
(Warsaw, URC 2022, Berlin, Paris, Lugano Principles for Reconstruction)

Migration
(Protection status S, reception of people seeking protection)

Sanctions
(Adoption of the bulk of EU sanctions against Russia and Belarus)

Good offices
(Talks in Geneva, Protecting Power Mandate)

Peace and human rights
(Documentation, punishment of crimes, protection of the civilian population)

Financial assistance and multilateral support
(Maintenance of non-military functions of the Ukrainian state, support for economic reforms, SMEs and technology start-ups)

Preservation of cultural property
(Protection of cultural property by UNESCO and Swiss civil society actors)